
PIG® All-in-1 Mat

MATE917 91cm x 314cm, 1 each

Not only will your floors be drier and safer, but your
workers will also be more comfortable on this
combo absorbent/anti-fatigue Mat. Its cushioned
nitrile Tray grips HAM-O® Mat to prevent sliding
and keeps slippery liquids from reaching the floor.

Reusable, chemical-resistant nitrile rubber Tray
features raised studs on back side for
cushioning, comfort and aeration; offers
workers fatigue relief and a secure surface to
stand on that won't slip and slide underfoot,
even on epoxy-coated or newly painted
surfaces

-

Gripping nubs on inside bottom of Tray hold
absorbent HAM-O® Mat in place and eliminate
unexpected movement

-

HAM-O® Mat absorbs oils, coolants, solvents
and water whilst non-permeable rubber Tray
retains excess liquids to help keep floors dry
around workstations and prevent slip-and-fall
injuries

-

Durable top Mat layer won't tear under heavy
foot traffic whilst bevelled Tray edges create a
smooth transition from floor to help prevent trip-
and-fall injuries

-

Exclusive "hamouflage" pattern makes leaks
and drips virtually disappear, so Mat stays on
the job longer

-

Tray is fire-retardant according to DIN EN
13501

-

Silicone-free materials can be used in spray
paint applications with no risk

-

Internal dimensions of tray are 82cm W x
305cm L

-

Additional HAM-O® Pads sold separately; swap
out used absorbents without replacing the Tray

-

Specifications

Colour Tray: Black with orange border; Pads: Grey Camo

Dimensions 91cm W x 314cm L

Fluids Absorbed Oils, Coolants, Solvents & Water

Recycled Content 25% or more Recycled Content



Absorbency Up to 117.1 L

Perforated Not Perforated

Sold as 1 each

Weight 47.9 kg

Composition
Tray: Nitrile rubber

Pads: 100% Polypropylene

Includes
1 - 91cm x 316cm Anti-Fatigue Mat Tray (MAT917)

10 - 81cm x 300cm PIG® All-in-1 Mat Refill (RFLE907)

Packaging Box

Poly-Backing No

UV Resistant No

Technical Documents

Storage & Shelf Life of PIG Absorbents & Absorbent Spill Kits

Polypropylene Absorbent Mat with Surfactant/Pigment

https://newpigltd.scene7.com/is/content/NewPigLtd/pdfs/359429_UK_SHELF_LIFE_STORAGE.pdf
https://newpigltd.scene7.com/is/content/NewPigLtd/pdfs/EN_GB_SDS_S106.pdf

